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ABSTRACT 

Faults and fractures play a key role in forming 
effective porosity for hydrocarbon traps in the granite 
basement of the Cuu Long Basin, Vietnam. Mapping 
the location, intensity, and orientation of these faults 
and fractures can help delineate sweet spots and aid in 
the positioning of horizontal wells. We use volumetric 
curvature attributes including maximum and minimum 
curvature, ridge and valley shape components, and the 
azimuth of minimum curvature to provide not only 
good fault images but also a quantitative estimate of 
fractures as a function of strike.  

In this work, we co-render multiple attributes in a 
single composite volume, to visually cluster attributes 
that delineate different components of the fracture 
system. For more convenient display of these 
lineaments, we report a new method to automatically 
generate volumetric rose diagrams on user-defined 
n-inline by m-crossline analysis windows spanning the 
entire seismic volume. A 3D depth-migrated seismic 
volume acquired over the Cuu Long Basin in Vietnam, 
was used to present these analysis techniques, and 
show lineaments corresponding to the granite 
basement’s faults and fractures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The granite basement of Vietnam is composed of 
Late-Triassic Cretaceous intrusive batholiths. Due to 
tectonic rifting, the basement is strongly faulted and 
fractured, with large open fractures coupled with 
secondary micro-fracturing. Together, the primary and 
secondary fractures form “damaged zones”, which 
create effective fracture porosity, thereby enhancing 
the permeability in the hydrocarbon reservoir. In this 
work, we evaluate the effectiveness of 
curvature-related lineaments in defining major trends 
of faults and fractures, by co-rendering of multiple 

attributes in a composite display, and by automatic 
generation of 3D rose diagrams from shape component 
attributes. The 3D rose diagrams and seismic attribute 
volumes are validated using the tectonic deformation 
model to help us confidently interpret fracture 
lineaments. 

 
METHODOLOGY 

Curvature of a surface is defined by two 
orthogonal circles tangent to the surface. The circle 
with the shortest radius defines the maximum 
curvature (kmax) while the circle perpendicular to it 
defines the minimum curvature (kmin) (Figure 1). The 
intersection of the plane containing the circle defining 
minimum curvature with the horizontal plane defines a 
strike, which is commonly referred to as the azimuth of 
minimum curvature, ψmin 

 

 
The curvedness, c, is defined as  
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where kmin and kmax are the minimum and maximum 
curvature (Roberts, 2001).  

Roberts (2001) also shows the usage of the shape 
index and defines domes, bowls, saddles, valleys, or 
ridges (Figure 2). The long axes of these shapes 
correspond to ψmin. By modulating the shape index 

 
Figure 1. An illustrated definition of 3D curvature. 

Maximum curvature has shortest radius and minimum 
curvature has largest radius. Minumum curvature 
azimuth  is the direction of minumum curvature. (After 
Lisle, 1994) 



 

with the curvedness, c, Al-Dossary and Marfurt (2006) 
show how we can generate different shape 
components. For a plane, the curvatures would be 
zeros. For elongated anticlinal features, kpos is greater 
than zero, and kneg is equal to zero, and we define this 
component of curvedness for this case as ridge 
component, cr. Similarly, valley component of 
curvedness is defined where kpos is equal to zero, and 
kneg is smaller than zero. 

 
Combining multiple attributes in a single image 

allows us to visually ‘cluster’ mathematically different 
attributes that are sensitive to the same underlying 
geology, which in our case are faults/fracture 
lineaments. Since the ridge or the valley component of 
curvatures might be related to the up-thrown size or 
down-thrown side of faults, and minimum curvature 
azimuth in this case is the extending direction of faults, 
we are going to combine these attributes, and represent 
the results with two methods, as a 2D color display 
(Figure 3a), and a rose diagram (Figure 3b). We have 
developed a module to do this task. 

In Figure 4, we show a composite image of the 
ridge component of curvedness, cr, and minimum 
curvature azimuth, ψmin. The lightness represents the 
lineament component of curvedness, which in this case 
is ridge, and color represents the azimuth of minimum 
curvature.  

 

 
For a more conventional display of these 

lineaments, we generate rose diagrams for any defined 
n-inline by m-crossline analysis window. Within each 
analysis window, we threshold  the ridge (or valley) 
components of curvedness, cr (or cv), bin each voxel 
according to its azimuth, ψmin, and sum the 
threshold-clipped values of the ridge or valley 
components, thereby generating volumetric rose 
diagrams over a suite of windows spanning the entire 
seismic volume. A time slice of a representative rose 
diagram volume is displayed in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 2. Geometry of of some folded surfaces. By 

definition, kneg ≤ kpos. If kpos = 0 and kneg <0, we have a 
valley shape, and if kpos > 0 and kneg = 0, we have a ridge 
shape. (After Bergbauer et al, 2003) 

Figure 3. Combination of the azimuth of 
minimum-curvature, ψmin, and the ridge component of 
curvedness to create multi-attribute display and rose 
diagrams. 

 
Figure 4. 2D multi-attribute display. The ridge 

component of curvedness is plotted against lightness 
and modulates the azimuth of minimum curvatures, 
ψmin, plotted against hue. 

Figure 5.  (a) Multi-attribute display of the azimuth of 
minimum-curvature, ψmin, modulated by the ridge 
component of curvedness and (b) the corresponding 
rose diagrams. 



 

CUU LONG BASIN  

In the study area, the basement is composed of 
Pre-Cenozoic magmatic rocks. Due to special 
characteristics of the area, with multi-phase 
deformation, the structure of granite basement was 
rifted, highly deformed, faulted and fractured. The 
fractured system provides favorable conditions for 
hydrocarbons from a laterally deeper 
Oligocene-Miocene formation to migrate to and 
accumulate in the basement high. 

The most important tectonic deformation occurred 
during late Oligocene – early Miocene, creating 
normal faults trending NE-SW and open fractures. A 
younger major event was during the Miocene, creating 
strike-slip fault trends in E-W and NW-SE direction. 
Figure 6a is a depth slice through the seismic 
amplitude volume; the boundary of the top basement is 
in white dashed lines, while faults appear as black and 
yellow dashed lines. 
 

INTERPRETATION 

Figure 6b shows a multi-attribute display 
combining the ridge component of curvedness and the 
azimuth of minimum curvature. The colors represent 
lineament’s azimuth, with blue showing features in the 
N-S direction, pink or red showing lineaments features 
in the NE-SW direction, and green showing lineaments 
in the NW-SE direction. The lightness is proportional 
to the intensity of deformation. In this composite 
display, we see two trends of lineament in the NE-SW 
and NW-SE directions, which agrees with the 
geological faulting orientation of the area. The blended 
rose diagram (Figure 6c) provides a more 
conventional, more easily quantified display of the 
lineaments showing the lineament orientation and 
frequency of occurrence within each analysis window. 
The NE-SW faults was present along the top of 
basement, while the younger faults in NW-SE 
direction are more concentrated in the center section, 
indicated by yellow arrows in Figure 6c. 

The rose diagrams are generated in each analysis 
window for the whole 3D volume, and exported as a 
new 3D attribute volume; thereby provide a means of 
importing them into commercial visualization 
software. We are thus able to co-render the rose 
diagrams with suitable attribute volumes, and animate 
through these volumes to the desired level to better 

understand the lineaments. Figure 7 shows such an 
image, with the 3D rose diagrams co-rendered with a 
seismic amplitude sub-volume (Figure 7a) or with a 
depth/structure map of top basement (Figure 7b).  

The length of the rose’s petals represents the 
intensity of lineaments within the analysis window. 
Notice that, in some zones above the top of basement, 
the rose petal length does not vary within a thickness 
(figure 7b, while arrow), which indicates a consistency 
in lineament orientation. When the orientation of 
fractures is consistent over a thickness, it implies a 
consistent mechanism of fracture over a long period of 
time. The intensity of lineament varies more, when the 
analysis window is near the top of basement (figure 7b, 
blue arrows). This indicates a complication in fracture 
lineaments of the area. The yellow arrow shows a 
strong NW-SE lineament, compares with a NE-SW 
trend that could indicate a big fault cutting across the 
top of basement.  

These results agree with previous studies of the 
area. However, in order to calibrate the results, it is 
necessary to compare the interpretation with log data, 
if possible. When we obtain a good match between 
seismic-generated rose diagrams and image logs, 
interpretation of faults/fractures orientation and their 
vertical extension can be made with higher confidence, 
for more quantitative reservoir analysis. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Volumetric curvature as displayed in 
multi-attribute composite and rose diagrams can be 
used to illuminate and enhance the signature of 
fault/fracture lineaments. 3D rose diagrams can be 
generated and merged with any other attribute volume 
to study fracture lineaments and their orientations. 
Calibration with well log is necessary to validate the 
results. We have implemented this new developed 
application though a real seismic data volume from the 
Cuu Long basin, Vietnam.  
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Figure 6. (a) Seismic amplitude time slice below top of 

granite basement, (b) Multi-attribute display of ψmin 
modulated by the ridge curvedness, (c) the blended 
images with rose diagrams (white). 

 

 
Figure 7. 3D rose diagrams showing on (a) truncated 

seismic volume, (b) depth structure map of top basement.


